Battery Operated Digital Photo Frames Allow Us
To Display Our Memories The Modern Way
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia - 25 November 2011 – Battery Operated Digital
Photo Frame, a rising new company in selling digital photo frames, released today a
special issue on the new trend in viewing our photographs. This short paper is in ebook format and is available for free to inform people that memories are no longer
bounded by films and developed pictures stuck in boring frames.
Gone are the days when we wait for a 36-shot film roll to be developed, those times
when we still did not have the option as to which photos to save and which ones to
delete. Hard copies of photographs were then kept in photo albums, scrap books
and old picture frames. And they would stay there until such time that the acid in the
photo paper began to have a chemical reaction and create discoloration on your
photos.
Thanks to modern technology, digital photo frames are now available in the market.
Unlike the old-fashioned picture frames, digital photo frames allow us to display an
entire album of photos in a slideshow. Another great feature of digital frames are
their ability to access the internet and display photos from your email or photo
sharing sites. They are also energy efficient and environment friendly as they run on
batteries.
Emily Williams, a scrapbooking club founder, says, “At first, I was hesitant to get a
digital photo frame. But when I read this special issue, I began to understand how
this technology still fulfills your nostalgic moments,”” and Daniel Johnson, an
application developer from Melbourne, reckons “I highly recommend this special
issue to everyone. Digital photo frames are now the perfect way to reminisce old
memories and display new ones.”
Through this special issue, Battery Operated Digital Photo Frames let us look back
on our memories in a different yet still sentimental way. It contains a story on our
fondness in capturing our life’s special moments, our various ways of storing and
keeping them, and the modern style of displaying them.
Memories are not just meant to be kept in the box, they are meant to be displayed
and visited once in a while. To get a free copy of this issue, please visit
http://batteryoperateddigitalphotoframe.com/.

